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ABSTRACT

This paper analyses the determinants of the choice among different firm growth strategies: acquisitions, joint ventures or arm’s-length alliances. Several theoretical perspectives offer a background to understanding how firms make this choice. However, most empirical studies in this field have been derived from firms in developed countries. In contrast, we turn our attention to the analysis of the growth process of firms in a particular developing country, Brazil. The results mostly support the learning perspective of the firm’s choice. In general, a firm’s previous experience in a specific strategy (e.g.: joint ventures) is significant to determine its future choice for the same strategy as a path to grow. Extending previous studies, we introduced some financial factors as explanatory variables but they showed no statistical significance.
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INTRODUCTION

One important issue in strategy is to understand the sources of performance heterogeneity among firms. In other words, a great deal of studies in this field seeks to analyze variables that make a firm show abnormal performance in relation to their competitors. As Peteraf (1993) suggests, this heterogeneity is largely determined by the firm’s internal resources and capabilities. Thus, access to these resources and capabilities may allow firms to generate abnormal returns and build important competitive advantages. Obtaining these resources can take place in several ways. Makadok (2001) states that firms have the option to grow internally through the process of capability-building, or externally through resource-picking. In addition, external growth embeds specific options such as mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures or other kinds of alliances. Whichever is the growth option, this decision should take into account the uniqueness of the firms and the potential of value creation of each alternative.

Studies on strategic alliances – including mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures and other kind of alliances – can follow at least two different research streams. One of these streams analyses the impact of strategic alliances on a firm’s value creation (i.e., cumulative abnormal returns or CAR). In general, recent studies in this line of inquiry show that firms’ alliances have the potential to create value for their shareholders. A second stream of studies analyzes what determines the choice for a specific strategy, i.e., which factors drive firms’ decisions among different sorts of governance mode. Our article examines this latter issue.

The objective of this article is to analyze the determinants of choice among different strategies of a firm’s external growth: acquisitions, joint ventures or arm’s-length alliances. As a consequence, we expect to offer two main contributions. First, to our knowledge there are no previous studies that analyze those determinants in the Brazilian context. Some studies (Brito, Batistella, & Famá, 2005; Camargos & Barbosa, 2007; Patrocínio, Kayo, & Kimura, 2007, among others) that analyzed value creation in a given strategic alliance event have already been done in Brazil. However, works that analyze the determinants of the choice among those different types of alliances are still in their infancy. Second, extending the list of usual determinants, we include two financial variables – leverage and systematic risk. Likewise, to date we have not found any studies that took these factors into account. In addition, we analyze the role of a firm’s intangibility, experience in joint ventures, experience in acquisitions and relatedness between focal and target/partner firms in determining the growth option.

The results show a significant influence of the accumulated experience by repeating the same strategy. For instance, the greater the experience in acquisitions, the greater the likelihood that firms promote another acquisition as an option to grow. Moreover, we found that greater relatedness between firms leads them to choose more aggregated modes of governance (e.g., acquisition instead of joint ventures). Financial variables did not show statistical significance in explaining growth strategy, but we believe that improvements in the construction of these variables can provide better results in future studies.

THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

The Growth of the Firm and the Role of Strategic Alliances

Penrose (1959) suggests two possible growth paths for a firm: (1) to “build new plants and to create new markets for itself” (p. 156) or (2) to “acquire plants and markets of already existing firms” (p. 156). Simply stated, the first option can be defined as internal growth and the second, as external growth. Moreover, external growth is not limited to mergers or acquisitions, but can be extended to
other kinds of alliances. In general terms, we follow Teece (1992) to define strategic alliances as a process in which two or more partners share the commitment of reaching a common objective, combining their resources and capabilities in coordinated activities, which may or not involve stock sharing. Specifically, strategic alliances may be classified in a continuous scale of different governance modes with the market at one extreme and the hierarchy at the other. Between these two extremes resides what Williamson (1991) calls hybrid forms of economic organization – which include joint ventures, arm’s-length contracts, etc. Indeed, Hennart (1993) suggests that hybrid forms are more common than the most extreme forms.

Our paper particularly focuses on three forms of strategic alliances: acquisitions, joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances. This later alliance could also be defined as “contractual alliances” (Das, Sen, & Sengupta, 1998, p. 28), which are less formal and demand less commitment because they do not involve the formation of a new company, as is the case of joint ventures. A joint venture in its turn “occurs when two or more firms pool a portion of their resources within a common legal organization” (Kogut, 1988, p. 319). The main difference between joint ventures and mergers and acquisitions is that the latter involves a combination of the totality – and not just a part – of the resources (Sawler, 2005), allowing the partners to continue to make independent decisions especially in other business units not related to a specific joint venture contract. Furthermore, according to Sawler (2005), mergers and acquisitions tend to be permanent while alliances are typically of limited duration. Finally, also according to Sawler (2005), mergers and acquisitions eliminate the competition among the parties involved, while alliances allow the counterparts to continue competing amongst themselves in other business segments.

Several studies show evidence of value creation regarding the different forms of governance. For instance, Uhlenbruck, Hitt and Semadeni (2006), and Capron and Pistre (2002) show that, because of valuable resources – particularly intangible ones – owned by acquirers and/or targets, acquisitions lead acquirers to create value for their shareholders. Uhlenbruck et al. (2006) analyzed acquisition events of internet companies and observed value creation for acquirers whether they were from the same industry or not. This result suggests that the resources of the target should be relevant for the acquirers. Capron and Pistre (2002), on the other hand, analyzing horizontal acquisitions in several different industries, observed that acquirers should create value only if they have valuable resources that could be transferred to targets. As we can see, there is still no consensus as to the value creation patterns regarding acquisitions events. Analyzing acquisition events by Brazilian companies from 1994 through 2004, Patrocínio et al. (2007) also found evidence of value creation in intangible-intensive acquirers. Arguing that these valuable resources play an important role in acquisition performance, these studies extend previous evidence (e.g., Brito et al., 2005, Camargos & Barbosa, 2007; Franks & Harris, 1989; Morck, Shleifer, & Vishny, 1990) that on average show no value creation for acquirers.

There is also evidence of value creation in joint ventures shown by McConnell and Nantell (1985), Woolridge and Snow (1990), Koh and Venkatraman (1991), Das et al. (1998), Reuer and Koza (2000), and Oliveira, Kayo and Barros (2008). McConnell and Nantell (1985) observed positive returns for companies that promoted joint ventures from 1972 through 1979. In this study, smaller companies presented higher average returns when compared to bigger companies. Koh and Venkatraman (1991) analyzed joint ventures that took place in the information technology industry and also showed evidence of a partner’s value creation. Moreover, they also observed that joint ventures provided higher returns than other kinds of contractual alliances such as licensing agreements, technology exchange, etc. These results were similar to those of Woolridge and Snow (1990), who also found higher returns of joint ventures when compared to other alliances, including capital expenditures that would be more appropriately considered an internal growth alternative. More recently, Reuer and Koza (2000) found evidence of value creation in domestic joint ventures - that took place in USA - as well as in international ones from 1985 through 1995. This value creation was particularly higher in the presence of asymmetric information between partners, which is quite usual when they are from different industries.
Das et al. (1998), analyzing technological and marketing alliances, found positive returns in the former and negative returns in the latter. In this case, higher value-enhancing alliances included research and development, engineering and manufacturing agreements. Value-decreasing marketing alliances, in their turn, included activities such as sales, distribution and customer service. According to Das et al. (1998), higher returns provided by technological alliances could be a signal of good news because of new product developments and, hence, higher future cash flows. On the other hand, marketing alliances would signal bad news because they were supposed to be promoted in the mature or declining stages in the product life cycles.

Generally, studies that analyze value creation in strategic alliances generally show positive returns. However, these studies analyze the results of a decision already taken. Another important issue is what leads the firm to choose a particular strategy to grow? Yin and Shanley (2008) establish some possible drivers for this decision, involving scale/scope, dependence of resources, transaction costs, organizational learning, etc. Some of these streams are discussed in the following topics.

### The Organizational Learning Perspective of the Focal Firm

Since we are analyzing different kinds of strategic alliances, it is important to define what the focal firm is. In acquisition events, the focal firm is the acquirer company, while its counterpart is the target company. In joint ventures or arm’s-length alliances there is no acquirer or target, but rather partners. Sometimes, there are more than two firms involved in such contracts. In this case, each of the counterparts is alternately analyzed as a focal or partner firm, when there are sufficient data for this procedure.

According to Villalonga and McGahan (2005), from the organizational learning perspective, the value creation from any kind of alliance depends on the firm’s know-how in developing such strategies, which is gained through its cumulated experience. Hence, the wider the firm’s experience in managing a certain form of governance, the greater the likelihood of obtaining success in subsequent transactions of the same type. In this context, Barkema and Schijven (2008) define organizational learning as “the transfer of an organization’s experience from one event to a subsequent one” (p. 596).

Kale and Singh (2007) suggest that one way through which a firm can obtain experience – and success – in strategic alliances is maintaining a dedicated team for this task. That team would be a separate organizational unit formed by people responsible for managing and coordinating the activities related to all strategic alliances. Thus, the specialization in this specific function would lead the firm to significant experience accumulation. According to Kale and Singh (2007), this cumulative experience is related to the concept of deliberate learning proposed by Zollo and Winter (2002), in which all the relevant and necessary knowledge to develop complex organizational tasks is systematized.

Anand and Khanna (2000) analyze the influence of the learning process on value creation in several types of strategic alliances. Their results, for instance, suggest that experience with joint ventures creates more value for firms than the cumulated experience in licensing contracts. Since evidence shows that learning from previous experiences is important for firms to create value, it is reasonable to assume that past successes could lead firms to repeat the same strategy. Thus, in accordance with Villalonga and McGahan (2005), the experience of firms in managing a certain type of governance mode makes them prone to choosing the same strategy type in future transactions. In this context, the first hypothesis to be tested is:

**Hypothesis 1.** The wider the experience of the focal firm in joint ventures, the greater will be the likelihood of choosing joint ventures again.

In the same way, the firm’s experience in acquisitions can also play the same role. Barkema and Schijven (2008) state that the learning process is especially important and difficult in the case of acquisitions because of their complex nature. This occurs because acquisitions involve several different activities, such as due diligence, negotiation, financing, integration, etc. In this context, the
acquired experience in acquisitions can make a firm repeat the same strategy, as is established by Hypothesis 2.

**Hypothesis 2.** The wider the experience of the focal firm in acquisitions, the greater will be the likelihood of choosing acquisitions again.

### The Financial Perspective of the Focal Firm

#### Intangibility

One of the dominant perspectives when it comes to explaining choices among several alliance alternatives is Williamson’s (1975) Transaction Costs Economics (TCE). This establishes the basis for decision between the use of the market or hierarchy. At first, transactions in the market should be more competitive and, therefore, more efficient than activities performed inside the firm. However, in the light of some market failures, the option for hierarchy could prevail. Market failures are derived, particularly, from what Williamson (1975) calls asset specificity, uncertainty and transaction frequency. In the context of our paper, the first two dimensions are particularly important. Simply stated, specific assets are tailor-made to a specific transaction and cannot be easily deployed out of this specific relationship. Uncertainty can take several forms such as volume uncertainty or technological uncertainty, and appears when the relevant contingencies to the transaction are unexpected and impossible to be foreseen ex-ante in a contract or when performance cannot be easily verified ex-post (Geyskens, Steenkamp, & Kumar, 2006).

These two dimensions are particularly relevant regarding the intangibility of firms. The value of firms with this characteristic (i.e., high intangibility) is deeply determined by intangible assets - such as brands, patents, etc - which can be considered assets with high levels of specificity and uncertainty. In this way, as Villalonga and McGahan (2005) suggest, intangible assets are particularly vulnerable to expropriation by partners in arm’s-length alliances, leading intangible-intensive firms to choose more integrative modes of governance, such as mergers and acquisitions. This view supports Yin and Shanley’s (2008) statement that the choice for the ideal kind of alliance depends on the magnitude of the necessary control over the resources. Mergers and acquisitions provide a larger control level on the resources. This control is appropriate when it is necessary to reduce the effects of uncertainty in a transaction, especially in the presence of partners’ opportunism derived from market failures.

Two studies show the importance of intangibility for the choice among forms of alternative governance. Villalonga and McGahan (2005), as well as Geyskens et al. (2006), found evidence that the larger the asset’s specificity, the larger the likelihood of choosing more integrative forms of governance. In this context, we test the following hypothesis.

**Hypothesis 3.** The larger the intangibility of the focal firm, the larger the probability of choosing more integrative strategies, i.e., joint ventures instead of arm’s-length alliances; acquisitions instead of joint ventures; acquisitions instead of arm’s-length alliances and acquisitions instead of other alliances as a whole (joint ventures + arm’s-length alliances).

#### Financial Leverage

Agency theory states that debt level can have positive as well as negative effects on the firm’s value (Jensen, 1986; McConnell & Servaes, 1995; Stulz, 1990). The positive effects should appear when the firm is exposed to severe conflicts of interest between managers and shareholders mainly due to excessive free cash flow. When free cash flow is high, it motivates the manager’s behavior to use these slack resources to his or her own advantage (e.g., consuming perquisites) or to financing investment projects with negative present value (e.g., acquiring another company only for empire building purposes) and then generating the so-called adverse selection problem. The debt, matched with an appropriate dividend policy, can be used as a disciplinary instrument since these strategies reduce the free cash flow and avoid overinvestment problems (Stulz, 1990).
In contrast, debt can negatively affect a firm's value as it increases underinvestment problems (Stulz, 1990). In this case, in the presence of value creating investment projects - including acquisitions - it is important for the firms to have financial slack (or low debt level) in order to take advantage of these investment opportunities (O'Brien, 2003). Reinforcing this idea, Iyer and Miller (2008) present evidence that the likelihood of an acquisition increases with financial slack.

While financial slack is important to take advantage of investment opportunities that demand payments in cash, as is the case of acquisitions, the same does not necessarily apply to other kinds of alliances. Even if it is necessary to open a new company (as is the case of joint ventures), expenditures should be shared among the partners. Therefore, it is reasonable to presume that higher levels of financial slack (or smaller debt level) can lead to a higher likelihood of choosing more integrative forms of strategic alliances, as proposed by Hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 4. The greater the financial leverage of the focal firm, the higher the probability of choosing less integrative strategies, i.e., arm's-length alliances instead of joint ventures; joint ventures instead of acquisitions; arm's-length alliances instead of acquisitions and other alliances as a whole (joint ventures + arm's-length alliances) instead of acquisitions.

Systematic Risk

In the context of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) - independently developed by some authors, among them Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965a, 1965b) - investors should be rewarded by the portion of the risk that does not disappear with the diversification of their investments. This non-diversifiable risk, called systematic risk, measures the sensibility of a firm's stock returns in relation to the returns of the market (usually taking, as the market portfolio, a stock index such as S&P500 or the Ibovespa in the case of Brazil).

Naik (1993) and Leland (2007) suggest that corporate events - such as acquisitions - cause changes in the firms' risk profile. Usually, there is a trend of increase in the systematic risk of the consolidated company, as suggested by Langetieg, Haugen and Wichern (1980). To our knowledge, there are no similar studies for joint ventures or arm's-length alliances. Since these alliances commit only a fraction of a firm's resources, we suppose that changes in systematic risk, if any, caused by less integrative forms of governance, will be lower than the changes caused by the more integrative forms. Therefore, we presume that, in order to avoid an increase in their systematic risk, focal firms would avoid acquisitions, preferring other types of alliance, which brings us to Hypothesis 5.

Hypothesis 5. The greater the systematic risk of the focal firm, the greater the likelihood of choosing less integrative forms of governance.

The Relationship between the Focal Firm and the Target/Partner

An important concept in the literature of strategic alliances is the relational rent. Based on Dyer and Singh's (1998) definition, relational rent would be the above-normal returns that could not be generated by an isolated firm, but only through the partners' shared resources in an alliance. Lavie (2006) complements this idea suggesting that these rents “are extracted from relation-specific assets, knowledge-sharing routines, complementary resources, and effective governance mechanisms” (p. 645). Departing from the assumption that relational rents are prone to appear when firms' resources are complementary (instead of similar) - as suggest by Dyer and Singh (1998) - Lavie (2006) states that value creation in joint ventures and arm's-length alliances will be larger when alliances involve complementary resources. For our purposes, we follow the same complementarity concept also used by Wang and Zajac (2007), which is defined as the extent to which the resources of two firms are different, although interdependent and mutually supportive. It is reasonable to suppose that the complementarity is more likely to exist among firms of different industries, since different activities can involve different resources.
Wang and Zajac (2007) remind us that similar firms will have a higher potential to create value if they work together within the boundaries of a single firm. This happens because of the possibility of eliminating redundancies of assets and operations, leading to economies of scale and/or scope. On the other hand, when the businesses are complementary, an alliance allows a firm to benefit from the sharing of knowledge and experiences with its partners. It is important to emphasize that this benefit should be mutual, since all partners would have different knowledge and experience in their own field. This partnership would then lead to the development of new resources – impossible to achieve with the firms working apart – that could generate new sources of relational rent.

According to Balakrishnan and Koza (1993), information asymmetries play an important role in making the firm discard an acquisition and choose a joint venture instead. In this sense, joint ventures will be more appropriate than acquisitions if the costs of evaluating assets of the potential target, or partner, are excessively high because of the lack of information of each other’s business environment and operations (Wang & Zajac, 2007). This problem is more likely to appear when firms are from different industries, i.e., if they are not related. In other words, related firms, which know each other’s business, will prefer to choose an acquisition and not a joint venture, which brings us to Hypothesis 6.

Hypothesis 6. The larger the relatedness between the focal firm and the target/partner firm, the greater the likelihood of choosing more integrative governance modes.

METHODS

Sample and Data

Our hypotheses test the relationship among categorical dependent variables and some independent metric and dummy variables. Two categorical variables are analyzed in several different models. Both variables represent the different firm’s growth strategies options. The first dependent variable is binary and only two growth alternatives are analyzed in each model. The second dependent variable includes, simultaneously, the three growth strategies (acquisitions, joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances). Because of the categorical nature of dependent variables, we applied probit and ordered probit analyses.

We performed probit analysis for the models that use the binary dependent variable. We alternately compared (1) arm’s-length alliances against joint ventures, (2) joint ventures against acquisition, (3) arm’s-length alliances against acquisitions and (4) alliances – joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances – against acquisitions. Additionally, ordered probit makes it possible to analyze a dependent variable with an ordinal scale. Therefore, we performed this model to analyze the determinants of the choice among arm’s-length alliances, joint ventures or acquisitions.

It is important to highlight that the analysis using a probit model follows the study of Villalonga and McGahan (2005), which investigates the choice among acquisitions, alliances and divestitures. Other techniques for analyzing categorical data could be applied as, for instance, logit models. Thus, instead of using normal distribution in a probit model, we could use a logistic distribution in a logit model.

But, as Greene (2003, p. 667) suggests “it is difficult to justify the choice of one distribution or another on theoretical grounds” and “in most applications, the choice between these two seems not to make much difference”. Indeed, considering probit and logit transforms as links functions, Gill (2001, p. 33) establishes that “in general, with social science data any of these link functions can be used and will provide identical substantive conclusions”. Thus, it is expected that the main results with the use of a logistic regression model would not differ from the results described in this work.

The sample of the research includes growth strategy events announced by Brazilian public companies from 1996 through 2007. These kinds of events are necessarily reported from firms to the
Comissão de Valores Mobiliários [CVM] – which is the equivalent to the Securities Exchange Commission [SEC] – in the USA. We gathered financial data from the Economatica database, which is similar, for instance, to the familiar Compustat database.

Initially, we collected 460 growth event announcements: 294 acquisitions, 81 joint ventures and 85 arm’s-length alliances. The final number of cases analyzed in each model depended mainly on the availability of financial data. This amount varied from 162 observations in the probit model that analyzed the choice between arm’s-length alliances and joint ventures to 346 observations, in the ordered probit model.

**Variables**

**Dependent Variables**

Our dependent variables represent three growth options: acquisitions, joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances. Simply stated, for our probit and ordered probit models, larger values on the scale of the dependent variable indicate strategies of higher integration. In this way, acquisitions take the highest values, whereas joint ventures have smaller values compared to acquisitions. Arm’s-length alliances, which are less integrative, take the smallest values on the scale of the dependent variable. In this last category, we included, for instance, commercial agreements, licensing contracts, partnerships in production, etc. For example, we classified in this category commercial agreements such as those that were accomplished between the Brazilian airline company Gol and other companies of the same industry, such as Delta Airlines and Aerolineas Argentinas. The agreement among these companies aimed to enhance airplane occupation with conjoint ticket sales.

Identification of events regarding acquisitions and joint ventures are straightforward. Acquisition events were included in the sample if the acquirer’s final total amount of the target’s ownership were higher than 50%. We included an acquisition event whatever the payment method, through cash or stock. Finally, events in which two or more firms agreed to create a new organization for the development or commercialization of some specific product or service were classified as joint ventures. For instance, several agreements between Brazilian banks and retail firms resulting in the formation of a new consumer finance company were classified as joint ventures.

As anticipated in the previous topic, we alternately analyzed two dependent variables, both categorical. The first dependent variable confronts two kinds of growth strategy in each model. In Model 1, the dependent variable takes the value 1 if the growth strategy is joint venture and the value zero if it is arm’s-length. In Model 2, acquisitions take the value 1 while joint ventures take the value zero. In Model 3, the value 1 again represents the strategy of acquisitions and the value zero is for arm’s-length alliances. Finally, in Model 4, acquisitions take the value 1 and alliances – the totality of joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances – take the value 0.

The second dependent variable simultaneously confronts all three growth strategies. In this case, the dependent variable has a scale with three categories. Again, following the criterion of larger values for more integrative strategies, the value 0 is attributed to arm’s-length alliances, the value 1 to joint ventures and the value 2 to acquisitions.

**Independent Variables**

Independent variables are divided into families: (1) organizational learning variables regarding the focal firm, (2) financial variables also regarding the focal firm and (3) a variable regarding the relatedness between the focal firm and the target/partner firm.

The first group includes two variables: experience in joint ventures and experience in acquisitions. The variable experience in joint ventures, which tests Hypothesis 1, is measured as the yearly average amount of transactions accomplished in the period of 12 years of analysis (1996 to 2007). If, for
instance, a company took part in 6 joint venture deals during this period, its index will be of 0.5 (i.e., 6/12). The same criterion is applied for experience in acquisitions, which tests Hypothesis 2. The idea of these variables is that the higher the ratio, the larger the acquired experience for the focal firm. These variables are similar to those proposed by Villalonga and McGrath (2005).

The second group of variables, regarding some focal firms' financial characteristics, has three variables: intangibility, financial leverage and systematic risk. Intangibility, which tests Hypothesis 3, is measured by Tobin's \( q \), a proxy also used by Villalonga (2004) when analyzing the influence of intangibility on a firm's superior performance. Originally, Tobin's \( q \) is defined as the ratio between the firm's total market value – including equity and debt – to the replacement cost of the firm's assets. Chung and Pruitt (1994) suggest a simplified version of Tobin's \( q \), substituting the value of replacement costs for the value of total assets. In spite of this simplification, the authors demonstrate that their version is capable of explaining 96.6% of the variance of \( q \) in its original form. Thus, we decided to adopt this simplified version. The variable financial leverage, which tests Hypothesis 4, is measured by the ratio of long term debt to the firm’s market value. The variable systematic risk, which tests hypothesis 5, is measured by the so-called CAPM’s beta. The beta is a measure of the firm's non-diversifiable risk or, in other words, a measure of the firm's return sensibility in relation to the market return. The larger the beta, the larger the level of the firm's systematic risk. In our paper, the beta is measured by the covariance between firm's stock and market return - on a monthly basis - divided by the variance of monthly market returns. We used the Ibovespa – one of the Brazilian stock indexes – as a proxy for market returns.

Finally, the relatedness variable is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 if the target/partner firm belongs to the same industry of the focal firm and 0 otherwise. Our parameter for this measurement was the simplified industry classification of the Economatica database.

**RESULTS**

Probob Analysis

Table 1 shows the results of probit analysis, in which, as described earlier, the two categories to be analyzed represent different growth strategies: a more integrative with value 1 and a less integrative strategy with value 0. The value of the Log likelihood of the fitted model is used in the Likelihood Ratio [LR] Chi-Squared test and indicates that Models 2, 3 and 4 were significant at a 1% significance level and Model 1 at 2%. LR Chi-Squared tests the hypothesis that at least one of the regression coefficients is other than zero. Thus, in all the models, we expected to obtain at least one predictor variable explaining the choice of growth strategy.

The pseudo \( R^2 \) values in Table 1 are based on a measure suggested by McFadden (1973) and indicate, in Models 2, 3 and 4, that the variability of independent variables may explain a significant part of the variance of the dependent variable. Thus, the higher the Pseudo \( R^2 \), the better the model. For instance, Model 2 presents an index of approximately 47% whereas Model 1 has a Pseudo \( R^2 \) of only 6%. It is important to emphasize that the nature of the dependent variable in a probit or ordered probit analysis prevents the estimation of a number which represents the exact concept of the coefficient of determination \( R^2 \) in an OLS (ordinary least squares) regression context. Nevertheless, although Pseudo \( R^2 \) measures do not exactly mean explained variance, they can be used to analyze goodness-of-fit of models.

Corroborating Hypotheses 1 and 2, the focal firms' cumulated experience in developing certain expansion strategies lead them to a higher likelihood of adopting the same strategy type in other transactions. In other words, firms with experience in acquisitions are more likely to choose
acquisitions again as a growth strategy and firms with experience in joint ventures are more likely to choose joint ventures.

Model 1 analyzes the determinants of choosing between arm’s-length alliances or joint ventures. The positive and significant sign of the coefficient for experience in joint ventures (\( \beta = .68; p < 0.01 \)) indicates that the wider a firm’s experience in joint ventures, the greater the likelihood to choose joint ventures again. The variable experience in acquisitions was not included in this model because it was not being analyzed – the dependent variable is related to arm’s-length alliances or joint ventures. Model 2, in its turn, confronts joint ventures against acquisitions, and includes the two variables related to experience in each strategy type. As expected, the experience in joint ventures leads to a greater likelihood to choose joint ventures (\( \beta = -4.62; p < .01 \)) and experience in acquisitions leads to other acquisitions (\( \beta = 2.64; p < .01 \)). Model 3 tests two extreme strategies: acquisitions – more integrative strategy – and arm’s-length alliances – less integrative strategy. Again, as expected, the experience in acquisitions shows a positive and significant coefficient (\( \beta = 1.74; p < .01 \)). Finally, Model 4 analyzes the decision between acquisitions or alliances as a whole, i.e., all events regarding joint ventures and arm’s-length alliances. In this case, the same results persist, indicating an association between the experience in a given strategy and the choice of the same type of deal.

Table 1

Results of Probit Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Model 1 Arm’s x JV</th>
<th>Model 2 JV x AQUIS.</th>
<th>Model 3 Arm’s x Aquis.</th>
<th>Model 4 Alliances x Aquis.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-1.17***</td>
<td>-1.26***</td>
<td>-1.72***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal firm (learning perspective)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in joint ventures</td>
<td>0.68***</td>
<td>-4.62***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.65***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in acquisitions</td>
<td>2.64***</td>
<td>1.74***</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.50***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal firm (financial perspective)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangibility</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial leverage</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic risk</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.37*</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal and target/partner firms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>1.82***</td>
<td>1.44***</td>
<td>1.79***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>149.80</td>
<td>90.71</td>
<td>192.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt; ( \chi^2 )</td>
<td>0.0202</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R(^2)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** * p < .10; ** p < .05; *** p < .01

If, on the one hand, all the variables related to the focal firm’s learning were significant to explain the choice of the growth strategy, on the other hand, the financial variables did not show statistical significance. The only exception was due to the systematic risk variable which, in Model 3, has a negative and significant sign (\( \beta = -0.37; p < 0.10 \)), as expected, indicating that riskier focal firms choose less integrative options to grow. The results showed that intangibility and the financial leverage of the focal firm are not relevant for the choice of the growth strategy.
Finally, as expected, the relatedness was statistically significant to explain the choice of growth mode. Except for Model 1, the results suggest that when companies are from the same industry, there is a greater likelihood of their choosing more integrative growth options.

**Ordered Probit Analysis**

Since the probit analysis allows a comparison between only two categories at a time, we also investigated the choice of growth strategy using a richer ordinal scale based on the level of integration of growth strategies among companies. In this context, Table 2 displays the results of the ordered probit analysis in which all growth strategies are analyzed simultaneously. The dependent variable is ordinal and, as explained in the methods topic, the value zero is attributed to the arm’s-length alliances, the value 1 to joint ventures and the value 2 to acquisitions. Given the construction of this scale, a positive sign of the coefficients indicates a greater likelihood of choosing more integrative strategies. A negative sign indicates the opposite, i.e., a greater likelihood of choosing less integrative strategies.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of Ordered Probit Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal firm (learning perspective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in joint ventures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience in acquisitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal firm (financial perspective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial leverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal and target/partner firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt; χ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudo R²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *p* < .10; **p* < .05; ***p* < .01

The results of ordered probit analysis, in general, corroborate the results with binary probit. Log likelihood of fitted models and the related Chi-squared test show that at least one independent variable is important to explain the choice of growth strategy in a situation among three alternatives taken simultaneously. The variable of focal firms’ experience in joint ventures is negative and statistically significant (β = -0.67; p < 0.01), indicating the tendency to choose less integrative forms of growth. The coefficient sign of experience in acquisition, on the other hand, is positive and significant (β = 1.13; p < 0.01), indicating that firms would choose acquisitions. The financial variables – intangibility, financial leverage and systematic risk – again did not show statistical significance. The relatedness, however, confirmed our hypothesis and shows a positive relationship, i.e., that similar firms will prefer more integrative forms of governance.
Discusion and Concluding Remarks

The objective of this article was to analyze the determinants of the choice among different strategies of firm's external growth: acquisitions, joint ventures or arm's-length alliances. The results corroborate previous studies from other countries in respect to the importance of the organizational learning process in the choice of the most appropriate strategic alliance. It is also confirmed the hypothesis that similar (i.e., related) companies prefer acquisitions instead of less integrative types of alliances, particularly because of economies of scale and scope. In contrast, less related companies would prefer to celebrate less integrative alliances in specific business segments, since their resources are complementary and provide them with a relational rent that could not possibly be generated in separate firms. In this last case, the lack of similarity among the resources of those companies would not justify total agglomeration through mergers or acquisitions.

Our results confirm three out of six tested hypotheses. As expected, the variables related to the organizational learning perspective were significant to explain the choice of the most appropriate growth strategy. It suggests that the firms' cumulated experience in a given strategic alliance type is relevant for them to choose the same strategy type in future transactions. Another confirmed result is the positive relationship between relatedness and the choice for more integrative forms of alliance. The theory suggests that companies belonging to the same industry tend to have similar information, implying that they know each other very well. In this environment of informational symmetry, there would be a higher potential for value creation if the focal firm chooses acquisition. In contrast, if companies do not work in the same industry, the value creation would rely on the complementarity of some few resources of the partners and not on the totality of the firms' resources.

The lack of significance of the financial variables ought to be analyzed with caution. Regarding the financial leverage, for instance, our initial assumption was that acquisition would be more easily accomplished if the acquirer were to have financial slack (i.e., low levels of debt). However, one must considerer that the method of payment can play an important role in acquisition events. It is important to bear in mind that acquiring firms may make the payment in cash or stocks. In this way, if an acquisition were made through stock as a method of payment, financial slack would be irrelevant. We suggest that this factor be controlled in future studies. Unfortunately, in the Brazilian sample, including the variable of method of payment would excessively reduce our sample.

There is another important issue concerning systematic risk. It was expected that the focal firm would choose less integrative forms of growth in order to avoid an increase in systematic risk, which could take place in the case of an acquisition. However, although some studies (e.g., Langetieg et al., 1980) show an increase in the firm's systematic risk derived from an acquisition, there are empirical controversies. As Seth (1990) reminds us, other studies by Haugen and Langetieg (1975) and Firth (1978) show no significant changes in systematic risk after acquisitions. If this is the case, the systematic risk should not make any difference in the decision making for a specific growth option.

Although the two financial variables have not been statistically significant, we believe that the theoretical arguments are sufficiently convincing for future studies to take these factors into account. Another suggestion for future studies is the inclusion of other types of growth strategies as well as decrease strategies, such as divestitures (e.g., Villalonga & McGahan, 2005 also analyzed this last type of strategy). It is important to emphasize that decisions involving the contraction of the firm's boundaries are as important as expansion decisions. In fact, in times of crisis, divestitures can be an important survival strategy.

By empirically analyzing the possible determinants of choice among acquisitions, joint ventures or arm's-length alliances, studies such as ours can help firms to build corporate investment policies aligned with the best interests of shareholders, i.e., value creation. In this context, analyzing how the uniqueness of each firm affects their choices of growth strategies can be crucial for firms to understand the differences between simply growing or growing creating value.
Thus, we hope to make a contribution to the strategy literature as well as to the practitioners. The main theoretical contribution of our study relies on the discussion of the role that some firm financial characteristics (i.e., intangibility, financial leverage and systematic risk) play in the choice of the growth strategy. As suggested by Yang, Lin and Lin (2010), a comprehensive framework is critical for disentangling the factors affecting the choice among different types of alliances. In this context, we state that a financial perspective may have the potential to add important elements to the understanding of a firm’s boundaries. In addition, we hope that managers benefit from this discussion since it addresses the role of the firm’s characteristics as well as dyadic similarities and differences concerning the most appropriate strategic choice for sustainable growth.
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